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Thank you for your l-etter of 14th September and revised version
of the Prirne Minister's speech.

l( septenber leBB

tr'ie suggest three snall changes: -
a. Page 58. The last 2 lines could
than r.ze would wish in accepting the US
defence budget. The same point could

be taken to go further
case for reducing thej_r

be made as follows:-
their allies should play
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natural desire that
the coinr.lon defence

Page 60. The reference to ai"rcraft in line 3 could be
are endeavouring to keep them out of ourmiseonsfiued as we

proposals for the Conventional-stability negotiations, while theEast is pressing for them to be highlighted. Either i'aircraft't
could be dropped, or the whole phrase in parenthesis deleted_without affecting the flow of the text;
c- Page 62. The paragraph beglnningrrrhe time has come .,.r,tends to convey that nothing has been done by Europe (including
UK) in these areas. This could be taken dowi and Lsed agai-nstus eg in the burdensharing d.ebate. For this reason, and. atsJ.ight expense in terras oi rhetoric, it'€ wculd prefer -uo drop theilwhich phrasestt.clause.

I am copving this letter to Bob pierce (FCO).

(B R HAT{TITI) \(B R HAr{TrN)
Private Secretary

Charles Povrell Esq
10 Downing Street
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Thank you for your letter of 14th September and revised version
of the Prime Minister's speech ~• <.9t .-

We suggest three small changes:-

a. Page 58. The last 2 lines could be taken to go further
than we would wish in accepting the US case for reducing their
defence budget. The same point could be made as follows:-

" ••.•• their natural desire that their allies should play
a full part in the common defence of freedom particularly
as ...•. II etc.

b. Page 60. The reference to aircraft in line 3 could be
misconstrued as we are endeavouring to keep them out of our
proposals for the Conventional stability negotiations, while the
East is pressing for them to be highlighted. Either lIaircraft"
could be dropped, or the whole phrase in parenthesis deleted
without affecting the flow of the text;

c. Page 62. The paragraph beginning "The time has come "
tends to convey that nothing has been done by Europe (including
UK) in these areas. This could be taken down and used against
us eg in the burdensharing debate. For this reason, and at
slight expense in terms of rhetoric, we would prefer to drop the
"which .••. phrases" clause.

I am copying this letter to Bob

PiJ1~-.l~_~

(B R HAWTIN)
Private Secretary

Charles Powell Esq
10 Downing Street


